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Panther Sales Tournament 2017 
Seller Role - Round 1 English 

 

Ashiko Furniture Creations 

Background 

You are a Comcast Spotlight Account Executive responsible for the execution of advertising strategies and 

relationship management for your clients on the east coast of Miami. Your job is to provide this region with 

state-of-the-art advertising solutions through television and digital advertising. Comcast Spotlight provides local 

market coverage across multiple platforms (cable TV, satellite, telco, online, VOD) and can target customers 

geographically, demographically and by message to more efficiently and effectively reach specific audience 

segments. Your job is to become a trusted media partner for your business customers and to help them grow. 

You were born and raised in Miami. You graduated with a major in Marketing and in your senior year, took the 

required Personal Selling course. Why did you wait so long? Not only did it force you to ‘get comfortable with 

the uncomfortable’ but you got 3 job offers because of your professional development activities. Hugo Lugo, 

Comcast Spotlight Sales Manager from South Florida offered you the position and you accepted. Hugo, now 

your coach and manager, has asked that you start becoming a ‘high-end retail expert’ for your office. You are 

going to start with the furniture industry. 

The Opportunity 

While you were getting a ‘cortadito’ at your favorite place in the Wynwood district, you looked across the street 

and there was a huge crowd of people. Being the curious person you are, you walked over and saw two clowns 

and a juggling act in front of a dazzling furniture showroom called Ashiko Furniture Creations. You peeked 

in the window and were blown away by the ambience and styles inside.   

Your research found that Ashiko offers originally handcrafted and one-of-a-kind furniture, 

artwork and décor items. The designs are not only for Miami residents. Ashiko distributes to 

20+ privately owned and operated high-end furniture stores in the U.S. and online. Ashiko is 

privately owned and operated by the Almeida family. The inspiration for Ashiko came from 

family vacations through the sub-Sahara Africa and the Americas regions. The family has a 

love for art and eclectic designs from around the world and wants to capture these in their 

furniture pieces. Actually, the word “ashiko” means freedom and is a drum shaped like a 

tapered cylinder with the head on the wide end, and the narrow end open. It is made of hardwood and generally 

has a goatskin hide.  

Being the astute salesperson you are, you found the store manager, Adriane Almeida, and introduced yourself. 

You asked, “What’s the special occasion?” Adriane responded, “We just opened this store and we’re trying to 

build brand awareness. It’s harder than we thought.” You secured a meeting with Adriane for next week. 

 

Preparing for the Sales Call 

Since this is your first prospect in the furniture industry, you met with your sales manager to prepare for this 

meeting. It’s important that you analyze the current geographic areas where Ashiko currently does business as 

well as other areas that Ashiko could potentially increase its market share. You only have 10 minutes to 

understand Adriane’s key issues and present enough value so that Adriane invites you back later for a more 

detailed and formal proposal.    


